
Darwin Mods Squonk1 

 

Introduction 
This is a guide to help you build your Darwin Mods Squonk1 
The guide is provided “as is” and does not imply any guarantee or responsibility on my part 
or Eddie’s part on the result of your fiddling with stuff in the shed. 
If you find this guide useful or entertaining, please consider mentioning it to me on facebook 
or even donating to a charity on my behalf. 
Me: https://www.facebook.com/tsalluzzi 
Charity: https://richarddawkins.net/ (I think this fits the “Darwin” mods theme) 
I am happy to answer questions about this guide and clarify any steps, just bear in mind that 
I might be busy enjoying my beer and vape and I might respond with a less than acceptable 
delay. 
This guide should be considered part of the Darwin Mods Squonk1 project and therefore can 
only be used to build a Darwin Mods Squonk1 kit as received from Darwin Mods. 
I pass all my rights to the content of this guide to Eddie May of Darwin Mods. this includes 
the crappy jokes - spoilers :) 
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Assumptions 
In this guide I assume that:  

● You know that a soldering iron gets pretty hot. 
○ At least watch a couple of videos about soldering - the nasa ones are really 

thorough. 
● You know that generally plastic melts at lower temperatures than metal, and 

specifically common solder. 

https://richarddawkins.net/
https://www.facebook.com/tsalluzzi


● You know that when putting plastic and metal together, the metal easily breaks the 
plastic if you wrestle it. 

● Your common sense is tingling. 
 

Parts 
These are the parts you get in the kit (picture 1): 

1. Fat Daddy 510 BF (connector part) 
2. Body - top part 
3. Brass contact/switch 
4. Coloured sticker (blue here) 2x 
5. Switch cap (black here) 2x 
6. Fat Daddy nut for the 510 connector 
7. Retaining screw for the banana plug (female part) 
8. Positive  screw - stainless steel  
9. Positive nut - brass 
10. Banana plug and socket (gold plated, assembled here) 
11. Body - bottom part (the magnets stick out) 
12. Squonk Bottle of dubious origin 
13. Piece of wire, insulated, black.  
14. Defaced coin 



ONE 
 

Tools and supplies 
Tools and supplies I used - these do not come with the kit (no, you can’t borrow them): 

1. Fat Daddy 510 install tool from a known mod maker dot co dot uk website - optional 
a. Alternative - ask pete@testyourjoose.com to borrow a clone velocity deck 
b. Alternative - use an old atty that pisses you off when you rebuild on it 
c. Alternative - borrow a subtank from a friend. 

2. Needle nose pliers 
3. Wire clippers 
4. Tweezer nose pliers - optional 
5. Blade of some denomination 
6. Solder 

mailto:pete@testyourjoose.com


7. Flux - optional 
8. Soldering iron 
9. Copper scourer or something to clean the soldering iron - optional 
10. Third Hand or wire holder - optional, not in the picture 
11. Screwdriver, for the positive screw - not in the picture, you know what they look like 
12. Allen key for the retaining (long) screw. 
13. Small file or 120 grit sandpaper - not in the picture 
14. Multimeter or continuity tester - to check for shorts and continuity 

 
 

Steps 
1. Read all steps before you begin 
2. Put down that beer (not now, just before you start building) - cheers! 
3. Always be knolling (parts) 
4. More Knolling (tools) 



5. Dry fit everything at least once, gauge the room you have to work with and how to get 
around things to complete the steps 

a. When things do not fit, use a file or gentle heat to help 
b. The hole for the 510 will need a bit of filing to fit 
c. The banana plug (male) will need to be warmed up a little to fit in its seat at 

the bottom 
6. Optionally take pictures for Eddie (enter 4 letter word of your choice here) 
7. Peel about 4mm of the wire and hide evidences

 
8. Tin the wire (notice the badass wire management system - it works in a pinch) 

 
a. Note: apply flux as you see fit 



9. Tin the brass positive lug on the 510 connector - just imagine this is what’s 
happening in the picture below

 
a. Note: the insulator is peek and the o-ring is silicone - you have time to heat 

the brass and flow solder onto it. But given the option, go hot and fast with 
your soldering iron. Do not linger. The insulator will eventually melt. 

b. To flux or not to flux... 
10. Re-flow the solder on the 510 and attach the wire.

 
a. Sorry - poor light in this picture - I will work on my lighting for next prototype I 

build with Eddie - wink wink 
b. Here’s a better one - the picture, not the solder joint :-P

 
11. Add some flux to the side of the coin and then solder a pre-tinned wire to it so that it’s 

square with the disc and lies on the same side as the dimple. This will be clearer in 



the next few steps. Bear with me - or just peek at step 13

 
12. Drop the coin-wire assembly in the bottom part of the body and crop the wire flush 

with the top edge of the body. Make sure you push the coin all the way to the bottom 
before cutting it off

 



a. This is what it looks like after cutting.

 
b. Note: up to this point I was working with the whole length of wire uncut. I had 

the 510 soldered to one end and the coin soldered to the other - you can opt 
to just split the wire in half at the beginning and work with each half 
separately. 

13. Peel of 2 - 3mm of the insulator and then tin the wire.

 
a. Use flux as recommended by owner’s manual of your flux capacitor, no 

capacitors required 



b. In my fit and test I also removed an extra bit of wire from the end - your 
mileage may vary

 
14. Test fit the male part of the banana connector on the bottom body + coin + wire 

subassembly and then solder it to the wire. Pretty easy if you just poke your soldering 
iron in the hole - careful not to leave any solder on the outside - the only time you 
install the battery backwards, it will catch and scratch on your battery wraps and 
cause a cheap tabloid to print your story and a picture of your leg where everybody 
will see melted skin and soiled underwear

 
a. Note: banana connector are not edible and taste almost entirely, but not quite, 

unlike bananas 
15. Drop the coin in the bottom of the mod and carefully start inserting the flat end of the 

banana connector into its seat in the middle of the body 
a. Use a soldering iron to GENTLY heat the connector so that it slides in its seat 
b. Do not force it in by pushing, this might crack the body 

16. Insert the female banana connector in the top part of the body and make sure it’s 
flush with the bottom surface. Fit the 510 connector over the brass/copper plate and 



through the big hole at the top, fish the wire through the bottom

 
a. At this point it’s a good idea to test the fit of the retaining screw. It might be 

necessary to remove a bit of plastic from the top so that the screw reaches 
the connector 



17. Trim the wire 3 - 4mm away from the end of the body. This is not critical and you can 
leave it 2 - 3mm longer. This will make things easier during the final assembly.

 
18. Remove everything from the body and solder the other end of the wire to the female 

part of the banana connector. Eddie recommends to screw the long screw all the way 
in the banana connector before soldering so that the solder stays out of the threaded 



part. You should end up with a subassembly that looks like this

 
19. Install the positive brass nut on the top part of the body and tighten the stainless steel 

screw on the inside 



a. The screw goes on the inside, otherwise you will end up with an unsightly gap 
between the two body parts

 
b. If the nut falls into the hole, you are trying the wrong hole - Eddie won’t be 

amused 



c. The picture shows an ID10T error. The user is putting the nut inside rather 

than outside  
20. Bend the brass/copper plate so that the circle stays flat and the switch contact goes 

up and then down again, so that it looks like a little pan with an handle. I recommend 
bending the plate to fit just a millimeter or two away from the positive nut

 
a. Note, copper and brass work harden, this means that if you bend it back and 

forth a number of times, you will end up with a brittle piece of metal that will 
eventually fail. 

b. If you need to re-work the plate a lot, then it’s best to anneal the metal by 
heating it up in a flame until red hot. Then you will have to polish it out before 
continuing. 

21. Use the Force to put together these four subassemblies: 
a. The top part of the body with the positive nut and screw 



b. The long retaining screw 
c. The center pin and the female banana connector soldered to each end of a 

small wire 
d. The 510 threaded connector and the brass/copper plate 

 
22. In case of lack of midiclorians, then proceed manually: 



a. Screw the 510 centre into the 510 threaded connector 
b. Insert the banana plug and the 510 connector into the body from the top, do 

not push the 510 all the way in yet, the brass plate must be free to move at 
this point. 

i. The 510 goes in the big hole :). Notice the notch in the hole that 
matches the pin on the 510.

 
c. From the bottom add the 510 retaining nut. You will have to thread the 

banana connector and the wire through it 
d. Screw the nut to the 510 a couple of turns, do not tighten anything 

i. Note, at this point the 510 is still loose enough to allow for the 
retaining (long) screw to fit in the middle hole in the top. 

ii. If this is not the case, then loosen the nut from the inside. 
e. Fit the female part of the banana plug into the recess at the bottom of the top 

part of the body and press it in place, if needed, gently heat it up with the 
soldering iron to make it go in all the way. 



i. GENTLY is not just fancy wording - the plastic parts in the body melt 
at relatively low temperatures and it stop being rigid at even lower 

temperatures  
f. From the top, insert the retaining screw and tighten it so that it threads in the 

banana connector 



g. Add the insulator sticker - this is not necessary but gives Eddie and I a warm 
feeling of extra fancy safety and stuff 

 
h. Align the pin on the 510 to the notch in the plate and in the top of the body 

and gently press it in 
i. Use needle nose pliers to tighten the 510 retaining nut, go at it like you were 

the Hulk and she was Black Widow 
i. NO NO NO - I mean be gentle, you are tightening the 510 on a 3d 

printed plastic body! Don’t gorilla it 
ii. This is by far the trickiest part for my sausage hands. Your results may 

vary 
iii. This is where the 510 tool or the spare atty come handy to hold the 

510 in place while tightening the nut from the bottom 
j. NOTE: Alternatively, you can start the other way around: seat the banana 

connector, add the nut around the wire, screw the 510 threaded part onto the 
centre pin assembly from the top while holding the insulator with needle nose 
pliers from below 

i. I think this is even more difficult 



23. Add the button cover - heat might be needed 
24. Use a Multimeter or continuity tester to check that: 

a. The centre pin and the outside ring of the 510 are not connected 
b. Outside ring of the 510 and the positive screw are not connected 
c. The socket for the banana connector and the centre pin of the 510 are 

connected 
d. The coin and the male banana connector are connected 

25. First test - be ready to pull the 2 halves apart if things start to heat up :D : 
a. Put a battery in positive side up 
b. Connect an atomizer 
c. Add e-liquid to the bottle and connect it to the 510 centre pin 
d. Put the two halves of the mod together and test fire it 
e. Squonk a few times and check for leaks 

26. Troubleshooting: 
a. If you have a strange gap in the middle of the mod, it’s because the positive 

screw is on the outside and the nut is on the inside or you are using a battery 
with a button top. The mod will still work 

b. If the mod doesn’t fire, take it apart and trace the connectors again as per 
step 24 

c. If you have leaks, it’s likely that the tube of the bottle did not go far enough 
over the 510 centre pin 

d. If the bottle cap is leaking, remove the tube, screw the cap to the bottle, heat 
it gently for a few second with a lighter and then cool it in water as shown by 
some smart guy on UKS 



27. Clean up time

 


